The World Gateway Terminal at Miami International Airport (MIA) is under construction. This 1.3 billion dollar Terminal is designed to prepare for the continued growth in travel demands at MIA and will be used by American Airlines as its Latin American Hub. The construction of the new Terminal will include significant demolition of existing concourses, modernization of existing space, and adding new facilities and special systems. All must take place while the airport continues to operate at full capacity. A major element of the Terminal is an APM system. This system is designed to be integrated with other airport functions to provide required transportation services, enhance the overall Terminal operational performance, and improve the passenger level of service.
an APM system was needed and the benefits realized were substantial. Given a distance of more than 1.6 Km (1 mile) measured from one end to the other, selecting an appropriate class of transportation technologies presented a unique challenge during the Terminal planning process. Figure 1 shows the completed WGT as part of the overall MIA layout. A common goal of airport terminal design is to minimize the time and the travel distance for passengers to complete terminal movements.
Travel time and travel distance reflect the level of service experienced by passengers using the terminal. The design of the WGT should allow passengers to make their connections within the time required by the airline operation schedule. At the planning phase of the WGT, the design goal was for domestic passengers to complete their connection in less than 30 minutes after their arrival at the Terminal. This connection time includes aircraft boarding and deboarding time. For international passengers, it was important that an acceptable level of service is provided by the Terminal design; MIA is the second largest international airport in the nation, it is expected that international traffic will soon reach 50% of the total passenger traffic. 2 Based on the travel time and distance analyses, by riding the APM system, the total distance traveled by domestic connecting passengers would decrease by as much as 1 Km (3,200 feet) or almost 70%. The travel time would decrease by as much as 10 minutes or almost 40% of the total time traveling inside the Terminal². More than 99.8% of connecting domestic jet passengers make their connections within 30 minutes after their arrival at their originating gates³.
For international connecting passengers, the total travel distance would decrease by as much as 0.7 Km (2,300 feet) or almost 34 % by using the APM system. All these passengers would be able to connect to their destination gates within 20 minutes after they arrive at the Terminal.³ For other Terminal users such as Originating, Domestic Terminating, Domestic to International Transfer, employees, meters/greeters, analyses showed significant savings in both travel distance and time. Approximately 60% of terminal users will ride the APM system on a typical day³. 
APM System Configuration
Prior to the selection of the final APM system configuration, numerous APM system alternatives were analyzed. Major variations among the system configurations included guideway alignment, the number of stations, the number of platforms at each station, and operating conditions, etc. Major criteria used for the analysis included the connection times, the travel distance, the number of misconnections by different types of passengers, the number of passengers using the system, integration into existing facilities and new construction, and costs. The selected system configuration is shown in Figure 2 . Trains, consisting with a maximum of 2 vehicles, simultaneously transports sterile and non-sterile passengers. Sterile and non-sterile passengers are kept isolated from each other as trains serve partitioned sterile and non-sterile platforms. Sterile passengers are international terminating and international connecting passengers who have not been processed at the Federal Inspection Services (FIS) facility. Non-sterile passengers are originating, domestic terminating, domestic connecting, and international passengers who have been processed at the FIS. The system would normally operate in a pinched-loop mode. This mode can best be visualized as a continuous loop, in that multiple trains follow one another around the route. Starting from Station D South Platform, a train moves through the crossover switches and proceeds to Station C, B, and A North Platforms. Then it repeats these maneuvers. All other trains do the same. A variety of operating scenarios can be implemented for peak, off-peak or failure management. They include pinched loop, synchronized double-shuttle, short shuttle and run-around. 4
APM System Design and Implementation
The APM system is divided into two separate components: (1) The Fixed Facility, and (2) The Operating System. The Fixed Facility component includes the guideway and its supporting structures, the stations, and the M&SF. The Operating System includes the Automated Train Control (ATC), the Power Distribution System (PDS), the Communication system, the vehicles, and the guideway equipment.
The APM Fixed Facilities are included in 5 major terminal construction packages, which are part of the overall WGT and programmed according to the overall airport and WTG construction requirements. A major criteria for phasing these packages is that construction activities should not cause major interference to airport operation. Each terminal construction package is designed by a different A/E team. After the design is completed, each package is then independently issued for construction bidding. As the fixed facilities for each package is available, it is turned over to the APM Operating System supplier for equipment installation. Figure 3 shows an overlay of the new facilities in relation with the existing four independent finger piers. The division of the terminal construction packages were tied to the demolition of the existing facilities, construction of new terminal areas, while maintaining airport operation. In November 1999, Sumitomo Corporation of America (SCOA) was awarded the supply/installation contract for the Operating System equipment. Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI) is SCOA's subcontractor responsible for providing vehicles, Automated Train Control (ATC) system, design/engineering, and system integration. Another SCOA's subcontractor, L.K. Comstock, is responsible for the power distribution, communication systems, and equipment installation. This is the first time that an MHI APM technology is implemented in North America. The implementation of the APM system requires intensive interfaces with fixed facilities and other terminal systems. The design and construction management interfaces of the operating system equipment into existing and new facilities of an operating airport are unique and complex. Given a large number of parties' involved, appropriate steps in defining, controlling, and managing interfaces involved with design and construction were established. Major entities involved with the APM interfaces include American Airlines, Miami-Dade Aviation Department, Miami-Dade County's Building Department, Miami-Dade County's Fire Department, the Program Manager, the Construction Manager, the Design Professionals (of major facility packages), the APM Consultant, the APM System supplier, and different Fixed Facility contractors.
Major APM System Elements
The APM system consists of numerous elements. Major elements are discussed below: Guideway The total guideway distance is approximately 2.6 Km (8,500 lineal feet). The endto-end distance is about 1.1 Km (3,500 feet). To simplify the terminal design/construction and enhance circulation inside the terminal, the APM guideway was designed using the same columns. The guideway columns are spaced 18 m (60 feet) interval. The guideway is a concrete channel section supported by 2 longitudinal cast-in-place replacement beams.
The concrete guideway running surface elevation is flat and located approximately 17 m (56 feet) from ground level. The distance between the running surface and the station platform is about 4 feet. As shown in Figure 4 , side walls are built along the guideway to accommodate the vehicle guidance system. These walls are 0.3 m (1 foot) thick and capable to support the lateral load of 3,900 Kg (8,600 lbs) per axle. The guide rails and power rails are mounted along the side walls. The guide channels are mounted on the parapet walls engaged by the lateral track mounted guidewheels. At designated locations along the guideway and switch areas, side platforms are provided to support switch machines and facilitate maintenance activities. 6 The M&SF is located south of Station C as shown in Figure 2 . There is a heavy maintenance track, an unscheduled maintenance track, and two double-ended light maintenance tracks. The light maintenance tracks are also used for departure tests. The M&SF is capable of storing a fleet of 18 cars. The M&SF shop area is normally open; however, there are roll-up doors to protect the facility during severe weather conditions. Central Control room and administration offices for the APM system are located in the M&SF building. Trains enter the M&SF using the westerly end and leave from the easterly end. There is also a carwash facility located at the entrance leading to the light maintenance track.
Vibration and Noise Isolation
Since the guideway is built over the roof of the Terminal, mitigation of vibration and structure-borne noise generated by traveling APM trains was required. To minimize vibration that may be caused by traveling vehicles, a dynamic finite element analysis of the guideway and vibration isolation system was performed.
The isolation system was designed to prevent vibration caused by traveling vehicle transmission to the terminal building in vertical and lateral directions. Because the frequency components of maximum amplitude for the vibration from rubber-tire trains are close to 10 Hz and the modeling of the Terminal indicated that the structure has resonances near 8 Hz, the effective natural frequency for the guideway beam and support system, which consists in a two-beam composite steel/concrete guideway girder configuration, needed to be lower than these two frequencies. 8
Rubber pads were designed into the supporting structure to ensure that the effective vertical natural frequency was about 5 Hz. These rubber pads are located between the guideway girder and the support structure below. The computer model used to predict structure-borne noise took into consideration low frequency vertical floor vibration levels in the structure caused by the APM motion over the rooftop guideway. The vertical vibration levels were predicted for the fourth floor of the terminal directly below the guideway, where the vibration levels would be greater than the lower floors because of the shorter distance to the source of vibration. The isolation system employs a formulated natural rubber bearings specifically designed for transit track system isolation that carries a 50 year design life.
Because of the location of the APM guideway, on the roof above the occupied areas of the Terminal, there is little possibility of direct airborne noise from the APM vehicles intruding in the occupied areas of the Terminal Building. In addition, guideway parapet walls serve as a noise barrier to airborne noise. Furthermore, sound insulation measures applied for control of aircraft noise will assure that airborne noise from the trains will not intrude in the terminal.
Vehicles
The smallest operating unit is a vehicle, which consists of two cars. Vehicles can be coupled together using manned automatic coupling. Each vehicle is provided with 2 end-located automatic couplers and two end doors for emergency exiting. Each car will be provided with 2 electrically powered automatic sliding bi-parting doors. There will be two roof-mounted HVAC units per car.
Cars within a vehicle are semi-permanently coupled. Passengers can move freely between cars. During normal operation, trains are made up of 2 vehicles. One vehicle is used for sterile passengers and the other vehicle is used for non-sterile passengers. Each vehicle is about 23.5 m (77 feet long). An empty vehicle weighs approximately 29,500 Kg (65,000 lbs). The vehicles are equipped with rubber tires, which are the primary suspension system. The secondary suspension is air assisted springs, which attach the car body to the truck. The trucks are steerable. Each car, powered by two rotary AC induction motors, can travel at maximum speed of 54 Km/h (34 mph). Service braking is performed by blending pneumatic disk and regenerative braking. The Vehicle operation is performed by the Automatic Train Operation (ATO) which has on-board speed controller and station stop control equipment. On the vehicle, the Automatic Train Protection (ATP) includes train presence detection and ATP receiver and controller equipment.
In the initial phase, the operating fleet will consist of 4, 2-vehicle trains operating at approximately 120 second headway. Without extending the system, 5 trains can be operated at a reduced headway. A maintenance and recovery vehicle is provided with an ATP/TD (Train Detection) transmitter that will allow the wayside ATP to detect its presence. Figure 7 shows a train rendering which consists of 2 vehicles. 9 Power Distribution System There are two power substations fed from Florida Power and Light (FPL)'s13.2 kV power sources. They are located on the ground level and spaced approximately 0.6 Km (2,000 feet) apart. Each power substation is equipped with transformer-rectifier units and associated power conditioning and switchgear equipment to supply 750 V DC power to the vehicles. The vehicles are grounded at all times by means of brushes in contact with the lateral guidance rails, which serve as a non-current carrying ground rail. Therefore, the vehicle body is totally insulated from the negative return rail. The power rails, located along the sidewalls, provide the supply and return paths powering the vehicles. Both positive and negative circuits are interrupted in case of an electrical fault. The power system is segmented so that in case of an electrical failure, the area affected by the fault is minimized and can be easily detected. This enhances the system recovery, failure management capability, and facilitate maintenance activities. To dissipate regenerative braking power, wayside resistors are provided near the power substations. The power system will have minimal harmonic distortion to meet IEEE 519 requirements. Automatic Train Control The ATC system is a fixed block system using check-in check-out mechanisms for train occupancy detection. The ATS equipment is located at the Central Control, while the ATP controllers are located in Station C and the Central Control. 10 There are 3 sub-systems, the ATS, the ATP and the ATO. Presence detection is performed by the wayside ATP sub-system, which systematically tracks the progress of each vehicle. The fixed blocks are physically implemented using inductive loops laid between the running surface wheel paths. As shown in Figure 8 , these loops constitute a bi-directional communication medium as they serve to transmit the check-in and checkout signals from the leading and trailing edge of the train respectively to the wayside ATP. They also allow the wayside ATP to transmit speed codes commands to the onboard ATP. Both the carrier frequency and the method of modulation are different for check-in and check-out signals to ensure independence of these distinct functions. The ATO hardware is distributed over the stations and the guideway. The stopping sequence involves ground coils that allow the on-board ATO to initiate its stopping pattern, correct its velocity and determine its final stopping position. The ATC System controls operation of vehicle and platform doors. Communications The APM system will be provided with a state of the art communication system that consists of a fiber-optic backbone to detect, monitor, transmit, and receive signals from stations, guideway, vehicles, and M&SF. Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) are provided for all facilities and on-board vehicles. Emergency telephones, intrusion detection, and all interface functions with the Airport fire alarm system are part of the communication system. 11 Conclusion
The construction of the APM system is an important element of the overall World Gateway Terminal program. The application of the selected APM technology on top of the largest continuous terminal operated by a single airline is quite unique. The APM system exhibits and incorporates many features that are new in North America. The project members have risen to the challenge as teamwork and rigorous interface management have allowed the design to evolve in a homogeneous manner; and this is expected to continue as the project moves into the construction, installation, and testing phases.
